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example: 4 playeRs    
52 building blocks (A)

32 temple cards (B)

   1 lightning card (C)

 4 player boards (D)

12 power tokens (E)

12 point tokens (F) 

 4 dice (G)

 3 card holders (H)

build zone

bonus area

build zone build zone

if you win a point
token, place it here

poweR tokens

supply

set up Start by setting up the game as follows:

1   Each player receives: 1 
player board, 13 building 
blocks, 1 die and 3 power 
tokens, all of the same co-
lour. Place the tokens on 
the player board with the 
symbols facing upwards. 
Organize the building 
blocks by size below the 
player board. This is the 
supply.

2   Select the following num-
ber of temple cards and 
place them in a pile on the 
table. Discard any remain-
ing cards. 

 

 • 2 players: 9 cards
 • 3 players: 11 cards 
 • 4 players: 13 cards

3   From the pile, place the 
number of cards in the 
cardholders as below. 

 • 2-3 players: 2 cards
 • 4 players: 3 cards
Place the cards in the cardhold-
ers parallel to the player boards.

4   Add the lightning card to 
the deck, reshuffle and 
place the deck back on the 
table. 

For centuries, an intense rivalry has existed between four factions of temple 
builders who vie to win the annual temple-building contest. Who will outsmart 
the other players in the race to build the temples first and claim victory?

Ccontents:
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In Temple Rush the players compete to build the temples on the 
temple cards and win the most points. The game ends when 
there are no more cards left to build.
The game is played in rounds and each round always consists 
of two actions. 

1   One player rolls all the dice simultaneous-
ly and everyone draws the building block 
shown on the die in their colour from their 
supply. 

2   All players place their building block in one 
of the build zones on their player boards to 
start (or continue) building one of the tem-
ples on the cards in the middle of the table. 

Pass your die to the youngest player as they will start the first 
round by rolling all the dice. In future rounds players take turns 
in clockwise order rolling all the dice and continue to build the 
temples by adding one more building block to their build zones in 
each consecutive round. 
When all players have applied their 
building block, a new round can begin. 

Remember to ask all players if they are 
done, before rolling the dice and starting 
a new round.

Each build zone on the player’s player boards is locked to a par-
ticular temple card. Place the building block in the build zone that 
matches the position of the temple card you want to build in each 
round.

Emily is playing with the green building blocks. Her die shows 
a star which allows her to draw any building block from her 
supply. Emily wants to build the temple furthest to the left. She 
decides to draw a 1x4 building block from the supply and plac-
es it in the build zone furthest to the left. 

example 1

example 2
In the next round, Emily’s die shows a 1x3 building block. She 
decides to use this block to build the temple on the blue card 
in the middle. Emily draws a 1x3 building block and places it in 
the build zone in the middle of her player board.

Note: In a game with 2-3 players, the build zone furthest to 
the right on each player board is not used.

aim of tHe GaMe

staRtinG tHe GaMe

buildinG the temples

example
In each round, draw the block that matches the symbol on 
the die.

=

=

=

=

= or or or
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When a player’s temple matches the temple on a card, the play-
er must do the following:

1    Shout “Temple complete!” and immediately place the com-
pleted temple figure next to the card. Take no further action 
until the other players have finished building. 

2    Check that the shape on the card matches the temple that 
has been constructed. Then place the card next to the play-
er board—the player has won the card!. If the two shapes 
do not match, the player returns one building block of their 
choice to the supply as a penalty. Then return the temple 
card to the temple holder and the remaining temple figure to 
the build zone. 

4   When it has been checked that the build is correct, transfer 
one building block from the completed temple to the bonus 
area. Return all remaining blocks to the supply. Note: Players 
are not allowed to place more than one building block of each 
size in their bonus area.

5   Take a new card from the deck, place it in the empty card 
holder and say, ”New card”. 

 
Note: If two or more players complete the same temple in the 
same round, one player gets the temple card while the other 
player receives a point token of the same value.

1   Every turn, players may add one building block to any of their 
building zones following the roll of the dice.

2    Players can start building a temple with a building block from 
anywhere in the temple. They are not required to build tem-
ples from the bottom up.

3    Players are not allowed to move building blocks from one 
build zone to another.

4    Players unable to add a block to any of the temples in a given 
round must pass and wait for the next round.

5    The temple is correctly built if the outline 
matches the image on the card and all the 
building blocks are assembled together. 
Note: the building blocks do not all have to 
be parallel with one another (as illustrated). 

6    Once players have placed the first build-
ing block in a build zone, each subsequent 
block must connect to an existing one. Players are not al-
lowed to have loose building blocks lying next to each other 
in a build zone and/or build a temple in separate pieces as 
illustrated below (unless the player uses the mortar token — 
see “Using The Power tokens”).

✘

✔

If players discover that a temple has been built incorrectly, they 
may use their turn to correct the build by exchanging one incor-
rect building block with one correct building block from the play-
er’s supply. The player does not draw any additional blocks in 
that round. Alternatively, players can use their Hammer & Chisel 
token (the token is explained later).

6

buildinG rules

buildinG Mistakes

coMpletinG a teMple

example

1 2

example

3 4
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1

2

1  Emily has used four buildings blocks for the temple furthest  
to the left, when the card is won by Mike (blue player 
board). Mike places a new temple card in the card holder, 
and 2  Emily reuses three building blocks from the ‘old’ figure to 
build a part of the new temple. In the example, Emily chooses to 
return the 1x2 building block to the supply so she can use it for 
another temple build later.

All players receive three tokens at the start of the game that 
can be used strategically to aid the player in building the tem-
ples. Each token can be used once during the game and may 
be activated at any given time. Once used, flip the token so 
the X points upwards. 

Emily has already built a part of the figure on 
the blue card but then discovers that she will 
not be able to build the temple in one piece. 
She uses her mortar token to complete the 
temple in two separate pieces and wins the 
card.

HAMMER & CHISEL
Exchange the block shown on the die, or a 
block already used for a temple, with a block of 
a different size. (Handy if the player has made a 
building mistake).

BAG
Borrow the two top building blocks from anoth-
er player’s temple and use both blocks to im-
mediately complete a temple build you have 
already started. Return the borrowed building 

blocks to the other player’s build zone before the next round 
begins. If you are unable to complete your temple with both 
blocks, return them and flip the token - its power has been used.

MORTAR
Allows players to place loose building blocks in 
one build zone. The token lasts until the play-
er has completed a temple in the building zone 
the token has been placed in.

When a player wins a temple card, all other players with build-
ing blocks placed in the same build zone as the just completed 
temple, may now rebuild their figure to match the figure on the 
temple card that replaces it — or return the building blocks to 
their supply. Any building blocks that do not match the new 
temple, or cannot be connected right away, are also returned 
to the supply. 

example

usinG the power tokens

Emily draws a 1x3 building block and would 
like to use it to build the temple on the 
blue card. However, she is unable to con-
nect the block with the other building block 
and still complete the temple in one piece.  
Emily uses her mortar token to place the two 
blocks next to each other. This allows her 
to continue building the temple although the 
blocks do not immediately connect.

ReBuilDinG

mortar exaMple 1

mortar exaMple 2
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Emily has won two temple 
cards (3+5 points) and two 
point tokens (6+4 points). 
She also has two building 
blocks placed in her bonus 
area (= 5 points) and one 
unused power token left on 
her player board (=1 point). 
Emily’s total score for the 
game is 24 points.

When the lightning card appears at the top of the deck, the 
temple card directly beneath is played as a speed-building 
round. Play the round as follows:

1   Put the lightning card aside and position the temple card in 
the spare card holder.

2    At the count of three, start the lightning round. Players 
compete to build the temple as fast as they can with the 
blocks from their supply without using the dice or the player 
boards. If a player does not have a particular building block 
in their supply that they need, they may borrow the block 
from one of the temple constructions on their player board.

3    The first player to complete the temple, and place the cor-
rect figure in front of the temple card, wins the lightning 
card (worth 3 points).

4   Discard the temple card and return all building blocks used 
for the lightning round to each player’s supply. Draw a new 
temple card from the deck and resume the game as before. 

Players earn points by:

1    Completing a temple before the other players 
and winning the temple card. The cards have 
different point values, depending on the size of 
the temples. 

2   Placing a building block from a temple into the 
bonus area after a temple has been completed.  
Each building block gives a different score de-
pending its size. The 1x1 blocks gives 1 point, 
the 1x2 block gives 2 points, the 1x3 block gives 3 3 
points, the 1x4 brick gives 4 points. 

3   Each unused power token left on the player 
board at the end of the game gives 1 point.

When the last temple card has been won, each player calculates 
their score by adding the points from their temple cards + bonus 
points + point tokens + any unused player tokens (1 point each). 
The player with the most points wins the game. If two players 
have an equal number of points, the player with the card or point 
token with the highest value wins. If still a tie, tied players share 
the victory.

+ 8

5
10

1

+
+

24=

example

tHe liGhtninG rounD

sCoRinG points

enD oF the Game

NOTE: In a three or four player game, two players may build the 
final temple together, if they so decide. Each player needs to 
build a different piece of the temple. As soon as the two pieces 
can be put together and make up the complete table, the two 
players have won the card. The players discard the card and 
divide the points as follows: 1 point per building block used in the 
final temple in each player’s colour.
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solo play

✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘

In the solo-player version, you play against an artificial player 
(the Robot). The solo player can build two temples at a time, 
whereas the Robot can only build one temple. The solo player 
carries out the actions of both players.

 
1   Set up as you would for a 2-player game, but place the play-

er boards side by side, as illustrated above. The solo-player 
plays with two tokens: Mortar + Hammer & Chisel, but with-
out the bag token. The Robot does not receive any tokens.

2   Select four random temple cards, one in each of the four co-
lours, for each player. Shuffle each deck and place one deck 
next to each player’s board. 

 
3   Add one additional card on top of each of the two decks: a 

brown card (6 points) for the solo player and a blue card (4 
points) for the Robot.

4    Draw two cards from the solo player’s deck and one card 
from the Robot’s deck and place them in the designated 
card holders. Players can only build the temples from their 
own deck.

Solo player is 
green and plays 
with two tokens

Robot is 
blue and plays 
without tokens

Solo player 
builds two  temples  

at a time

Robot builds  
one temple at  

a time

rules For solo play

set-up
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Play the game as you would normally, but in turns. The Robot 
begins. The human player rolls both dice and carries out actions 
for themselves and the Robot.
These additional rules apply to the Robot (and only to the Robot):

1    The Robot is not required to connect the blocks on its player 
board until the Robot can build the entire temple.

2    If the Robot’s die shows a building block it cannot use, the 
Robot may instead select a building block that is one size 
bigger or one size smaller. If the robot cannot use this build-
ing block either, the Robot must pass.

3    The Robot gets to place one building block in the bonus area 
after each complete temple build as follows: a 1x4 block for 
the 1st temple, a 1x3 block for the 2nd temple, a 1x2 block for 
the 3rd temple, a 1x1 block for the 4th temple and no block 
for the 5th temple. This applies even if the building block was 
not used in building the particular temple. 

NOTE: When playing as the Robot, you must always select and 
place the building block that best serves the Robot.

The game ends when the player or the Robot has no more tem-
ple cards left to build. Now count the score on completed temple 
cards for both (cards and bonus points for both players + any 
unused token(s) for the solo-player). The player with the highest 
score wins the game. 
 
NOTE: You can adjust the difficulty of the game by changing the 
value of the additional card added to the Robot’s deck at the 
start of the game. The lower the value on the Robot’s 5th card, 
the harder it will be for the solo player to win the game, and vice 
versa.

aDd one aDditional card

SOLO PLAYER ROBOT

CReDits
Game design:  
Jacob Berg
Illustrations:  
Sofie Kampmark
Graphic design:  
Rikke Brokop

French translation:  
Ludovic Tomaré  
& Damien Falkouska
Special thanks:  
Flavien Loisier,  
Mike Poole,  
Ewen Loisier

Game play Game end
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FaQ - wHat Happens iF…?
Two or more players complete the same temple in the 
same round? 
Answer: One player receives the temple card while the other 
player(s) receives a point token of the same value.
Two or more players complete different temples in the 
same round? 
Answer: they take turns followig the procedure for winning a 
card in the order that they completed their temple builds.
Two or more players complete the same figure in the 
same round, but then one player realizes that their 
temple is built incorrectly? 
Answer: the player who built the temple incorrectly scores no 
points but gets to reuse the building blocks in that build zone for 
the next temple card.

A player discovers that a temple has been built incor-
rectly? 
Answer: The player may use their turn to correct the build and 
exchange one incorrect building block with one correct building 
block from the player’s supply. The player does not draw any 
additional blocks in that round.
A player’s die shows a building block no longer avail-
able in their supply?
Answer: : The player may move a block from one construction 
to another if so desired, but only so long as the construction it is 
taken from remains intact. Otherwise they must skip this turn.
A player does not have enough building blocks in 
their supply to build the temple chosen for a lightning  
session?
Answer: the player may use building blocks from their build 
zones. At the end of the session, the player returns all the ‘bor-
rowed’ building blocks to the build zones and the constructions 
they were taken from.. 

token sumMaRy

BAG: Borrow the two top building 
blocks from a temple in a build zone 
belonging to another player and 
use both blocks to immediately 
complete one of your temple builds.

MORTAR: Allows you to place 
loose building blocks in one build 
zone and/or complete one temple 
in two separate pieces.

HAMMER & CHISEL: Exchange 
the building block shown on your 
die or in one of your temples with a 
block of a different size.

JacobsBrickGames.com
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